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ABSTRACT

Online sources of news have steadily supplanted their paper counterparts alongside the growth of the internet. This growth in online news has led to a surplus of data in the form of the text of news articles published online. While an abundance of data is obviously desirable, it can make it difficult for a human to analyze and find trends in the data without assistance. The application demonstrated in the paper aims to aid users in such analysis by building a spatio-textual and spatiotemporal data visualization based on the existing NewsStand architecture. The application is shown to be applicable to tracking the changing geographic prevalence of a disease (e.g., COVID-19) over time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Internet news outlets have become extremely common in the modern world. Due to their digital nature, they are suited for automated analyses in a way print media can not approach. Making use of this data, however, is not an easy task. This paper aims to aid users in such analysis by building a spatiotemporal data visualization application based on the existing NewsStand[12, 21] system. NewsStand is a well suited basis for this application because it is a spatiotextual search engine. That is, it has the capacity to query a database of news articles in terms of both the raw textual content of the articles and the implicit spatial information encoded by toponyms mentioned in the article. In terms of what this paper requires, textual queries are needed to identify articles that contain keywords of interest to the user while spatial queries are needed to display the geographic distribution of the keywords. The temporal information required for this application is obtained from the date recorded when a record is inserted into the database.

Prior extensions to NewsStand have taken advantage of these abilities for various flavors of keyword detection. In particular, work has been done to identify prominent mentions of brands [1], diseases [8, 9] (also see HealthMap [6]), and crimes [24] by news articles in the NewsStand database. NewsStand has also been ported to mobile devices [20, 23].

The spatiotemporal visualization we present takes advantage of prior work that developed techniques for identifying keywords in NewsStand’s database. Keywords found with these methods are paired with spatial data obtained by geocoding the same news articles. A keyword and its location then serve as a data point that can be mapped. In our application, we plot these points on a heatmap, as heatmaps have been established as an effective mechanism for visualising large amounts of geographic information [5]. When temporal information is present in addition to geographic, we can restrict the data plotted on the map to only that which falls within a specific interval of time. By incrementally moving the window forward in time and rendering the resulting heatmaps in order, we can obtain a time series animation showing the change over time of the geographic extent of the use of a keyword. Examining these changes gives users insight into spatiotemporal trends in the use keywords. Screenshots demonstrating our application are shown in Figure 1.

In the rest of this paper we first briefly review related work pertaining to keyword extraction in Section 2 before describing our visualization, the details of its implementation, and our process for obtaining temporally and spatially referenced keywords from news articles in Section 3. Section 4 describes our user interface before concluding in Section 5.
2 RELATED WORK
The NewsStand system has previously been used to extract and display information about the prevalence of keywords in online news sources. The original implementation [21] was able to extract keywords from articles based on the TF-IDF scores of words computed for document clustering. Words with high TF-IDF scores occur more frequently in an article relative to their frequency in the entire corpus. As such, these words are generally important to the content of an article and are a good approximation of the article’s keywords.

Lan et al. [8, 9] used NewsStand to visualize the progress of potential outbreaks of a disease as measured by the spatial extent of document clusters that mention it. While this work incorporates spatiotemporal analysis into NewsStand, it is limited to tracking disease-related news and only tracks the growth and geographic distribution of a single cluster of documents in relation to a disease. In contrast, our application can track the spread of arbitrary keywords or topics, including diseases, across all documents in the NewsStand database. This extra capability makes the application more applicable than prior work.

Abdelrazek et al. [1] implemented the ability to detect prominent mentions of different brands and companies within news articles. To accomplish this, the authors created two rule-based classifiers and trained one supervised machine learning classifier. The goal of all three classifiers was to decide if a brand is mentioned prominently in an article given the name of the brand and the local context in which the brand is mentioned. These classifiers are used as a basis for the brand-specific heatmap layer in this paper.

Wajid and Samet [24] developed a classification technique for determining if a news article discusses criminal activity and extracting keywords from the article that are directly related to the crime discussed. To accomplish this, the authors first selected articles that contained one of a set of predetermined keywords that are likely indicative of articles about criminal activity (e.g., murder or theft) before classifying each of these articles as either primarily about crime or not about crime using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. This approach is very similar to that of Abdelrazek et al. [1].

In addition to keywords extraction techniques focused on NewsStand, there is large amount of research into keyword extraction from arbitrary documents. Onan et al. [16] provides an overview of some such algorithms.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first describe the system that is used to extract and geocode keywords from online news sources. Next we describe the heatmap visualization used to display the spatiotemporal news keyword data. Finally, we provide details of the implementation of the visualization. An overview of the described system is given in Figure 2.

3.1 Geocoding News Keywords
Two steps are required to obtain geocoded news keywords. Important keywords must be extracted from news articles, and the news article must be geocoded by identifying and resolving toponyms to specific geographic coordinates. Once we have a set of keywords and a set of locations for an article, we assign to each keyword every location found in the article.

3.1.1 Keywords. Extraction of news keywords is handled primarily by NewsStand and its above extensions [1, 8, 9, 21, 24]. We give a brief overview but consult the original papers for more details.

In the general case, NewsStand identifies keywords based on their TF-IDF scores. Words with high TF-IDF scores are words that appear much more frequently in a given document than in other documents in the database. Such words are likely to be important to the document in which they appear. The word with the highest TF-IDF score for a document is therefore the best keyword, and more keywords can be obtained by selecting words with progressively lower scores.

Keywords in relation to specific topics (e.g., disease, crime, and brands) are identified by the aforementioned extensions to NewsStand. While the implementations for identifying keywords for different topics vary, the principle used is roughly the same. First, words that fall within the scope of the topic must be found in the news article. Such words can be found either by consulting a dictionary of words that are known to be related to the topic, or by training a classifier that takes a word and optionally its context as input and decides if the word is relevant to the topic. This classifier can be obtained using either traditional machine learning techniques or more modern deep learning models. In either case, a dictionary of words related to the topic is used: for consulting directly or for training a classifier. After a word has been identified as related to the topic in question, the second step is to decide if the word is important enough in the news article to be considered a keyword. This can be done using TF-IDF scores as when extracting generic keywords, using raw term frequency, or by training a second classifier to decide if a specific instance of the word is important to the article.

3.1.2 Geocoding. Geocoding is the process of associating concrete geographic information (i.e., latitude longitude coordinate pairs) with a piece of text [10, 11, 13, 18, 19]. Geocoding can be framed as a specific variant of the topic specific keyword extraction task in the sense that you must first find words that are likely to refer to geographic locations and then decide which of these locations are important enough to associate with the documents. The third step in geocoding, which is not required for general keyword extraction, is toponym resolution [11] where a toponym must be assigned to a single latitude longitude pair. This is nontrivial as there are many ambiguous toponyms that can be used to refer to multiple distinct locations (e.g., Paris and London).

3.2 Heatmap Visualization
A geographic heatmap is a cartographic method which assigns individual pixels on the map a color based on the estimated density of data points at their location [15]. We use a heatmap to visualize the results of keyword extraction and geocoding as they have been shown to be effective tools to visualize large amounts of spatial data [5].

In our heatmap, we assign red to areas with the highest density of points, yellow to middle densities, and green to areas with low but non zero densities. Areas without any points are left transparent.
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Figure 2: Overview of data visualization process

Figure 3: Time series of heatmaps for "Corona Virus" on (a) 1/1/20-1/12/20, (b) 1/13/20-1/5/20, and (c) 1/25/20-2/10/20.

We avoid such a scenario by only adding points to the heatmap that are contained in the region of the world that the user is examining. To efficiently select only these points from a very large collection of points, we construct a PR-Quadtree from the data points when they are first received from the server. This index permits efficient retrieval of points within a rectangular region. Since points are often sparse in some areas of the world, this can greatly reduce time to construct heatmaps outside the densest regions.

4 APPLICATION INTERFACE

The user interface for our application consists of two primary components: first, there is a map interface using Google Map tiles as the background layer with our custom heatmap overlay in the foreground; the second component is a collection of interfaces thought which the user is able to indicate the keyword trends they want to investigate. Screenshots displaying these components are shown in Figure 1.

The map interface (Figure 1c) is the primary interface through which a user will interact with our application. The central feature is, of course, the world map with a heatmap overlay. Another feature of note is the slider at the top which allows the user to manually select a period of time to view. There is also a pair of buttons labeled “Animate” and “Reset” overlaid on the bottom of the map. These buttons let the user start an animation sequence for the currently selected keyword and to reset the animation to its default state. Finally, the three buttons below the map give the user access to the keyword selection interfaces.

The keyword selection interfaces (Figure 1b) are used to select what keyword will be used when querying the server. From the map interface, pressing the middle button labeled “Top Keywords” opens an interface that shows a list of keywords for the current keyword mode found in recent news articles. Selecting one of the keywords updates the heatmap to reflect the new selection. In case the desired keyword is not present in the list of top keywords, then the rightmost button labeled “Keyword Search” can be used. This button opens a search window where the user is prompted to type any search term they like. Note that data will not necessarily be available for arbitrary queries. This term will then be used to query the database and construct a heatmap. Finally, the leftmost button labeled “Settings” allows the user to specialize their queries to different domains. Rather than doing a generic keyword query, the user can specialize their query to only search for people, diseases,
brands, or crimes. This specialization takes advantage of the topic specific keyword detection mentioned in Section 3.1.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented our application for visualizing spatiotemporal information in online news articles using keyword detection, geocoding, and geographic heatmaps.

To expand this work we plan to incorporate information gathered from sentiment analysis into our visualization. This would allow users to not only see that a topic is being talked about but also how it is being talked about. However, in order to do this, we will need to develop a technique for assigning sentiments to specific entities rather than to the article as a whole. This is because it is likely that articles will mention one topic in a positive context while also talking about a different topic in a negative context.

While our system is designed to generalize to visualizing trends in arbitrary keywords, it could be specialized to monitor a health crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic. This could be done with minimal changes to the user interface. Instead, the underlying database could be extended to include data gathered from a variety of sources that are potentially useful for tracking the pandemic. Other work has considered using microblogs such as Twitter for this purpose [7, 14, 17].

We want to improve the performance of heatmap generation. Our application currently runs on a mobile device, so it is restricted in computational power. This means computing a heatmap for each frame in an animation takes a significant amount of time. We mitigate this by storing points in a spatial index and only constructing a heatmap for a limited area but, we are likely obtain larger speedups in the future.

Other work involves incorporation of tabular data [2] as well as merging spatially-adjacent heatmaps via techniques such as connected component labeling [22].
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